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Literacy

Mathematics

Connected Curriculum (Topic Theme)

This term the children will be :

Looking at Traditional Tales from other cultures
and exploring different versions of the same
story.

Writing descriptions of characters and exploring
different settings

Writing their own stories based on the traditional
tale theme.

Make a character profile using adjectives and
descriptive phrases

Writing instructions using commands (imperative
verbs)

Using adverbs ending in –ly

Changing sentences into instructional ones

RWI/ SPAG session 3x a week
This term the children will be:

Adding and subtracting two 2-digit numbers
mentally

Counting on in 2s,3s,5s and 10s

Recalling multiplication and division facts for the
2,5 and 10 x tables

Doubling any number up to 50 and working out
half of any even number up to 100

Finding ½, ¼,/3/4 of a length, shape and set of
objects

Telling the time to 5 minutes including quarter
past and quarter to
The children will be:

Investigating toy vehicles

Designing and making a vehicle

Evaluating the finished product

Investigating materials

Which materials make the best wheels?

Which materials are waterproof?

Testing their own vehicles





Computing

Music

R.E.

Learning about Henry Ford
Researching changing designs of cars
Studying traffic in the locality

In computing they will be looking at the unitWe are storytellers where they will be :

Listening to audio books

Planning an audio book

Using an IPad to record their stories

Assessing the recording

The children will learn to play a tuned instrument and
will have weekly lessons on this. They will also listen
with concentration and understanding to a range of
high- quality live and recorded music.
Experiment with, create, select, and combine sounds
using the inter- related dimensions of music.
The children will be learning about Islam where they will be
exploring prayer time at home and in Judaism they will be
studying the Passover and how this is celebrated each year
in the Jewish calendar.

P.E.
The children will have PE sessions on Tuesdays and
Thursdays .Please make sure they have their kits in school.
Tuesdays-Gymnastics
Thursdays Elite sessions- Games

Additional Information

This half term the children will be going to the Coventry
Transport museum to learn about the history of bicycles
and motor cars.

